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Goal: Familiarize yourself with the auditory characteristics of the following species: 

 Bank Swallow 

 Barn Swallow 

 Cliff Swallow 

 Northern Rough-winged Swallow 

 Franklin’s Gull 

 California Gull 

 Canada Goose 

 American Avocet 
 

 
Auditory ID: Below you will find recordings of some typical calls and songs for this week’s species. Listen through 
the tracks and pay attention to the characteristic tone, patterns, call notes and phrasing that I have noted.  Groups 
or pairs of these species can be easy to confuse with one another. I will describe some ways to help yourself 
differentiate between these similar-sounding species. 

After getting familiar with the recordings, go outside and see if you can hear any of these songs or calls. 
Remember- bird songs vary between individuals, and even within individual birds- try to listen to as many different 
songs as possible for each species to help you learn the songs! 

Track # Species Code Characteristics to listen for 

1 Bank Swallow BANS Song is a harsh twittering: “wit-wit-dreee-drr-drr-drr” repeated. 
Calls are short, dry, and scratchy. 

2 Barn Swallow BARS Barn Swallows have a “twitter-warble” song, which consists of a 
long series of continuous warbling sounds followed by several 
mechanical-sounding whirrs.  

3 Cliff Swallow CLSW The CLSW song is a series of thin, strained, drawn-out grating or 
creaking sound. They also give a soft “chur” as a call. 

4 Northern Rough-
winged Swallow

NRWS NRWS give a series of short, low-pitched, buzzy “brrt” notes. They 
sound similar to the TIE fighter of star wars.  

5 Franklin’s Gull FRGU FRGU have a nasal, upward rising “kaaw” 

6 California Gull CAGU CAGU give a scratchy, hoarse series of “aow” notes. 

7 Canada Goose CANG CANG give loud honks, and sometimes hisses. 

7 American Avocet AMAV The AMAV call is a repeated, high-pitched “kleek” 

 


